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Abstract
An advanced Large Helical Device (LHD) type proton(p)-boron1l18; reactor, in which the minority

protons are heated by ICRF, is proposed. The ratio of the fusion power to the RF input power is

evaluated. Numerical computation of particle orbits shows that the ICRF of LHD can accelerate protons

in the p-rtB fusion relevant energy. Numerical results also show that the LHD magnetic configuration can

confinethehighenergyaHewell.AnactiveperipheralpotentialcontrolmethodandanactiveaHeash
exhaust scheme are discussed.
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1. Introduction
The drastically improved performance for the

plasma heating by the ion cyclotron range of frequency

(ICRF) is shown in the third campaign of the Large

Helical Device (LHD) experiments in 1999 [1,2]' It is

observed that the high energy ion-tail extends to 300

keV and that the electron temperature is raised with the

electron-drag relaxation process of the directly heated

protons tl,2l.Itis also found that protons are heated to

the order of I MeV and that they are well confined,

through the numerical computations of particle orbits

under the ICRF heating of LHD. Stimulated by above

results, we propose an advanced LHD type fusion

reactor which has the same magnetic configuration to

LHD and is sustained bY ICRF.

Stix has studied the radio frequency (RF) heated

tokamak plasma and the D-T reactor based on the

analysis of RF heated two-component plasma [3]' It has

been found that the ratio of the fusion power to the RF

power input can significantly exceed unity' Only D-T
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fusion reaction, however, has been discussed' In the

present paper, we arralyze the LHD type proton-boron

reactor (p-1rB reactor) that is sustained by ICRF' The p-

1lB reaction,

p + ttB + 3 4He + Qr, (Qn = 8.7 Mev), (1)

has the advantages as follows [4,5]:
o Only few neutrons are produced by side reactions

at low energy level (< I MeV)' So it is not

necessary to consider the neutron wall loading'

the severe radiation damage and the radioactivity

in structural materials' The blanket is not also

needed.

o A large amount of hydrogen and boron is

ubiquitous on the earth.

The possibility ofthe p-rrB fusion reactor has been

investigated t4-61. It is pointed out that the economical

p- t tB reactor would be unlikely since the

bremsstrahlung power loss exceeds the fusion output
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power. In such investigations, protons are injected as the
neutral beam into the reactor in which the boron plasma
is sustained in a steady state. We will argue, however,
that the p-rrB reactor sustained by ICRF may be
possible.

In sec. 2, the possibility of the ICRF sustained p_
rrB reactor is discussed based on the simplest energy
flow model. The particle orbits of the protons under the
ICRF heating and the high energy aHe are described in
sec. 3. The peripheral potential control and the aHe ash
removal method by ECH and ICRF heating in the
chaotic field line region are presented in sec. 4. Section
5 is devoted summary and discussion.

2. Possibility of the LHD Type p-llB Reactor
We consider a p-ltB reactor consists of the thermal

electrons, the thermal borons and the minority protons
that are heated by ICRF. We show in Fig. I the simplest
model of the energy flow in the ICRF sustained p-ltB
fusion reactor plant. The ICRF power (= ppp) is
primarily absorbed into the minority protons and heat
them until a fusion reaction occurs. The output power
from the fusion plasma (= Pnn + pp, where pp denotes
the fusion power) is converted into the electric power
with an efficiency 4"". Since a part of the electric power
(= Pnr/4nr) is needed for the RF oscillator, we can ger

the net output power (= PNsr) reduced to

PNnr = ?"r(P*" + P.) - F t o. (2). ,/RF

From this relation, it is found that the ICRF sustained
p-rlB reactor needs

Fig. 1 Simplest model of energy flow in the ICRF
sustained p-lrB fusion reactor plant.

Q ePFtPR) ' Hl# (3)

When we substitute reasonable values for rlpp (= 0.5)
and 4pp (= 0.9), the above relation reduces to O >
1.22....

We use the simplest one proton model to evaluate
p of the ICRF sustained p-llB reactor. protons are
heated by ICRF under the electron-drag with the
electron density (= n") and temperature (= ZJ as:

dE = i8i _E-3_7./2, @)dt flp TB

reduced to

E=Eo+ ry:*1'. -e "''), (5)- r,)rr

where E and n, are the energy and density of the proton,
and r" is the electron-drag time. E6 denotes the initial
energy of proton and is assumed to be 0 hereafter. The
value Q becomes

e= ;nrn+.. l"''""0 "'oou,u,, F{*.tulP*.min(ru,?,)Jo -'"'"'V Mo*

where ?6 denotes the time when the bremsstrahlung
power loss exceeds the fusion power, q represents the

I t^
time when nB 

J" 
oo"l ft at = l, and Mris the mass of

a proton. ooa denotes the p-rrB fusion cross-section [7].
Equations 5 and 6 are numerically calculated, with using

= 250ksv np/ ne= 0.167

o soo looo lsoo 2ooo zsbo

qP"./ no+ 3Tu/ 2 (keV)

2 Relationship between Q, par, k, and 7". noln" is set
to the optimal value for the maximum O.
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f"= 150keV tsPpp/ no= 4O5k€V

Te= 25okeV Cnr/ np= 319kev

T€= 350kev CRF/ np= 1008kev
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Fig. 3 Relationship between A, noln", and 7" for the case

of optimal 4Perlno values.

the trapezoidal rule.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between Q, Ppr, l,n,

and [. We also show the relationship between Q, nrln.,

and ?" for each optimal PRF values, in Fig. 3' which

implies the existence of the optimal noln".Figures 2 and

3 indicate the existence of the optimal I value, also.

The combination of these optimal values will bring out

the advanced p-rrB reactor sustained by ICRF.

3. High Energy Particle Orbit in LHD

There is the transition region in phase space of
particles in helical systems. The particle orbits become

chaotic in this region. It is essential whether passing

particles can transit to the reflected particles without

being lost under the ICRF heating process. Then, we

trace the orbits of the protons under the ICRF heating in

LHD with calculating the equation of motion. In the

cylindrical coordinates (R, <p, Z), the ICRF electric field

is siven as

t*R - ra,t), Q)

whete m is the toroidal mode number, ftp denotes the

radial direction wave number, and at represents the

angular frequency.

The orbits of a proton are calculated until a proton

is lost to the vacuum vessel wall,with being changed the

starting point and the initial energy of a proton. We also

change the magnetic field intensity on the magnetic axis

Bu*, the wave number kp and the electric field intensity

Es of ICRF. The magnetic axis is fixed at Ru* = l.f 11.

Rry = 3.6m 
=ilff*-_..r-\_.-\
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Fig.4 Maximum energy of ICRF heated proton in LHD

with conditions Eo = 20 kv/m, m = O, ka = 0, and 4"
= 2.52f , The starting points are set on Z= 0

plane. The initial energies of protons are set to
1 keV. Heating times to arrive at the maximum
energy are also shown.
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Fig.5 Loss ratio of aHe in the LHD magnetic
configuration. Horizontal axis shows the starting
points of tracing aHe in vertically elongated
poloidal cross-section. Ru* denotes the major
radius of the magnetic axis. 4' represents the
magnetic field intensity on the magnetic axis' The

loss ratio is averaged in the initial pitch angle and

in the vertical position which are distributed equal

between bottom and toP of the LCMS'

Protons are started as passing particles.

As shown in Fig. 4, it is found that the average

maximum energy of protons becomes order of 1 MeV

except of the peripheral region of the last closed

magnetic surface (LCMS). These computation shows

that the ICRF of LHD can accelerate protons in the p-
rrB fusion relevant energy range.

In order to realize the economical p-rrB reactor'

+-qxfi)xBax(m) =3x3.6

-a-qx0) xRd(m)=4x3.6
**-qx(T)xBd(m) =6x3.6
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oHe produced by p-ttB reaction is needed to be confined
for a long time to heat the plasma. We also trace the
guiding-centet of 2.9 MeV aHe in LHD during 1000
toroidal turns (- 2.1 ms) and analyze the confinement
capability of LHD. Numerical results show that the
LHD magnetic configuration can confine the high
energy aHe well (Fig. 5).

4. Peripheral Potential Control and 4He Ash
Removal in LHD Gonfiguration
In order to realize the p-rrB reactor, the good

plasma confinement in the core region and the high
efficiency exhaust of the aHe ash are important.
Therefore, we propose a peripheral potential control
method by ECH and ICRF heating in the chaotic field
line region just outside the LCMS.

The guiding-center equations show that the deeply
trapped particles move along the cross-lines of B =
const. plane and B.YB = 0 plane. By the numerical
analysis of the magnetic structure of LHD, we find the
existence of the cross-lines connecting the chaotic field
line region and the vacuum vessel wall, as shown in Fig.

6. We call these cross-lines the loss canals. If the
resonance position of ECH is placed at loss canals, the
peripheral potential will increase due to the rapid loss of
the deeply trapped electrons. Ifthe resonance position of
ICRF is placed at loss canals, the peripheral potential
will decrease due to the rapid loss of the deeply trapped

ions. These active potential control methods may be
expected as the active control scheme of the core plasma

confinement.

The peripheral potential control should be useful
for the aHe ash removal. Furthermore, if the ICRF
frequency is set equal to the 4He cyclotron frequency,
@6se, we can directly exhaust them from the chaotic
field line region.

5. Summary and Discussion
We have proposed an ICRF sustained LHD type p-

rrB reactor and have been able to show some
possibilities of the reactor. Furthermore, we have
proposed an active peripheral potential control method
and an active aHe ash exhaust scheme.

In p-rIB reactor, the electron temperature is so high
that the slowing down process by borons is almost
comparable with the slowing down process by electrons.
Therefore, in eq. (5), we should take into account the
slowing down process by borons, and this will lead to
the more severe evaluation for Q. ln eq. (5), Eo = g lat
been assumed, however, this assumption will be giving
an severe evaluation for Q. An reasonable value for Es

will be the order of 7i, but, the self-consistenr
distribution function of the proton should be calculated
for a more convincing evaluation of Q.

In the present paper, we have dealt with I and 7s

as the free parameters in calculations. But, T" and T"
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Fig.6 Loss canals in LHD. The orbit of protons lost through the loss canals and the last closed magnetic surface are also
shown.

LAST CLOSED MAGNETIC SURFACE
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should be evaluated by the energy balance in the reactor.

Especially, the synchrotron radiation power loss may

become a serious problem in high Q case. In the LHD
type p-rrB reactor, however, the magnetic field intensity

can be reduced, if we scale up the machine size. There

are no limitations for the machine size from the neutron

wall loading in p-rrB reactor.

In order to realize the economical and steady p-rrB

reactor, it may be necessary to find another proton

heating process. If we take into account the fact of the

inverse population ofthe fusion product aHe and the fact

of alcn = 2otc.u, we can expect the direct energy transfer

from aHe to protons. These works will be carried out in
elsewhere.
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